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WHO Is TilE ENEMY. I • 

WHAT IS OUR OBJECTIVE? • 

By Agos tinho Neto 

Com1v:de Neto, Preoident of t11e People's Liberation ~lovement of 
Angola OI.P.L.A.) delivered the f o l.lor.ri.ng speecll on February 7, 
l974 at tl1c U11i11eroity of Dtlr es Salaam, Tanzania. We are greatly 
indebted to the Soutller11 Africa Co11'1nittee, New York for providi"g 
110 with tl1e t:axt of tllie epeeol1. It1 reading t his ru•ticle , tile 
r·eader olrouLd l>ear in mirld tllat it. was rendered before t l1e Spinola 
coup. 

Hr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen , Comrades. It i s with 
the greatest pleasure that I am speaking before the always deeply 
interested audience o f this university, vhose preoccupation, on 
the part of both students and lecturer s, shows a desire for a 
p rofound understanding of our continent and of the different fac
tors affecting its development. This io a preoccupation worthy 
of the country 's future leaders and o f those who arc forming th~, 
which fact transforms the great pleasure of this meeting into a 
speci al honor. 

I ehould like briefly to outline the fruit o f my personal 
experience, the fru1 t of reflection on the national liberation 
stryqqle on our continent. This experience i s simply an expres
sion of a need experienced in llfrica over the past five cen turies, 
a nd most especi a lly in the last decades , the need for each and 
every one o f us to feel free. I t i s also a broader expression 
of the CaTinon desire of men in t his world to r egard themselves 
as free, as capable of releasing themselves fr~ the shackles of 
a society in which t hey weaken and die as human beings . 

In my opinion , the national liberation struggl e in Africa 
cannot bo dissociated from the present context in which it is 
taking place, i t cannot be i sol ated f rom the world. II workers ' 
strike in England, the imposition of fascism on t he Chilean people 
or an atomic explosion in the Pacific are all phenomena o f this 
same life tha t we are living and in which we are seeking ways to 
a happy exislence for man in this world. This universal fact is 
however rendered particular in Africa through current pol itical, 
economic and cultural concepts. 

The historical bonds botween our peoples and other peoples 
of the world are becoming ever closer, s.ince there can be no other 

• This article first appeared in UFNIIIMU, Vol. IV, No. 3 (Winter 
1974). 



trend on eArth. Isolation is impossible and is contrary to the 
idea of technical, cultural and political progreso. 

Tho problem facing us AfricAns now is how to transform 
unjust relations with other countries and peoples in the world, 
generally relations of polltlcal And economic subordination, 
without this transformation taking place to the detriment of 
the social progress which must of necessity be injected into 
action to win freedom, and without which one's behavior would 
be that of a man coming out of one form of discrimination only 
to fall into another as negative as the first--as a simple in
version of the intervening factors. Md within this same Afri
can society, the national liberation movement also seeks to 
ensure that the internal socioeconomic forces, that is, those 
that evolve within each country, arc restructured ln the direc
tion of progress. 

In Africa we &re making every effort to put a final end 
to paleo-colonialism, which b&rely exists today in the terri
tories dominated by Portugal, contrary to the general belief, 
since they are in fact dominated by a vast imperialist partner
ship which is unjustly protecting the selfish interests of men, 
economic organizations and groups of countries. 

The so-called white minority racist regimes are merely a 
consequence and a special form of paleo-colonialism in which 
links with the metropoles have become slack and less distinct 
in favor of a white minority dictatorship. This visible, clear 
&nd open form of colonialism does not prevent the existence on 
our continent of another more subtle form of domination which 
goes by tho name of neocolonialism, in which he who exploits is 
no longer identified by the name colonizer, but acts in the same 
way at various levels. 

llowover, internal forms of subjugation caused by fragmen
tation into small ethnic or linguistic groupings, by the develop
ment of privileged clasoos endowed with their own dynamism, are 
also forms of oppression linked with tho visi ble forms known as 
colonialism, old or new, and racism. '111ey easily ally themselves 
with imperialism and facilitate its penetra tion and influence. 

Those phenomena are universal and they arc found or h;we 
been found in all societies in the world, but at the present time 
they are acute and very tangible ln Africa, and it is here that 
they most concern us 1\fricans as well as other nations with 
which we have relations either of subjugation or cooperation. 

Colonial and racist domination and oppression are exercised 
in different ways and at different levels. 111ey do not take 
place in a uniform way on our continent, they do not a l ways use 
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tho same a9enls, and they do not always act on the sarao social 
strattn or on the same type of political or econ0111ic organiza
tion. For this reason, everyone, whether colonizer or colonized, 
(eels in a different way this phenomenon which is today anachro
nistic and which it is desired to replac e by other kinds of re
lations--and we 1\fricans are not yet very clear or very much in 
agreement on these new kinds of relations. 

Whereas f o r somo people coloni alism ~eant and still means 
forced labor, to others it is a racial discrimination, while for 
still other s it is econcnic segregation and the impossibility 
of political advancement. Out the plunder o f 1\frican lands by 
the colonizers, the enslavement of the worker, corpora l punish
ment and the intensive exploitation of the wealth that belongs 
to us are forms of the same colonialism1 and the capacity of 
each person to apply himself to the dynamics of solving tho co
lonial proulem, with greater or lesser intelligence and clarity, 
depends on a broad understanding o f all these factors. 

And, as previously sta ted, action against colonialism is 
closely linked 'With and part of something else of an apparently 
internal nature, but which is in fact as universal as the first, 
which is the need for soc ial tronoCormations, so that humanity 
may be truly free in every country and every continent i n the 
world. The way in which thia aspect of the problem is tackled 
is also very i1nportant to the stand taken and the Uno to be 
followed in the l iberation process. 'Itlese two crucial problems 
of our continent and of our era are therefore closely intercon
nected with relations with foreign peoples, on the one hand, and 
with the relations among the ready forces within each country. 

The correctness of attitude and the emotional intensity 
with which we embark upon action for liberation depend on how 
we sec the world, how we f oresoi! our country's future and tho 
extent to which we fee l in our skin the action of the foreign 
forces. 111e national liberation strugg le in our era is there
fore influenced not only by the historical factors determin ing 
colonialism, neocolonialism or racist regimes, but also by its 
own prospects, its objectives and tho way each person sees the 
world and life. Reaction to foraign domination, whether indivi
dual, collective or organized, must of necessity be lnfluancod 
by the two factors mentioned, which have to do with both past 
and future history. 

1'his is why the importance of the national liberation 
movements is much qrcater than is generally admitted, because 
th.:ouqh the ir activity they a r e t r ansforming themselve5 into 
accelerators of history, of the development of the society with
in which they are acting and also outside it, imparting fresh 
dynamism to social processes to transcend the present stage, 
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even that ·in politically independent countries. 

1l1e different types of colonization i n 1\fric a have endowed 
us Africans with different ways of seeing the problem of libera
tion, and it is natural that i t should be thus, since our con
sciousness cannot draw upon material to form itself except from 
the field of lived experience and from our possibilities of know
ing the world. Sometimes we differ in our concepts and, hence, 
in the practical implementation of combat programs, and the line 
taken i n action for liber ation does not always fulfill the two
fold need to concentrate both on transfonning the relations be
tween peoples and intrinsically trans forming the life of the 
nation. lienee, the need to see the problem clearly and to pro
vide clear answers to the following specific questions: 

1. ~lO is the enemy and what is the enemy? 

2. ~lat is our objective? 

'Ille answers to these quest i ons do not depend simply on 
the desire to be free1 they also depend on knowledge and on a 
concept of the world and life, on lived experi ence. 'IlliS means 
that they cannot be dissoci ated from acquired politi cal ideas, 
frocn ideological positions which generally result from the origins 
of each and every ono of us. Without wishing to go into an anal-: 
ysis of the 1\ngolan problem in its specific aspects, I should 
nevertheless like to clari fy the ideas I have just put fo.n.~nrd 
and s hall put forward later, basing myself on my own experience. 

Angola is a vast country which today has a very low popu
lation density and which has been colonized by the Portuguese 
sin co 1492. 'Ill is is the genera lly accepted idea. llowever, as 
far as colonization is concerned, Portugal did not s ucceed in 
dominating all of our territory on its first contact. It took 
centuries before it was able to impose its political and economic 
rule over the whole of our people. .1\nd I wish again to emphasize 
~lat neither is it true that Angola is dominated on l y by Portugal. 
'Ille world is s uf ficiently enlightened on this point to know that 
the political and economic interests of several world powers are 
invo lved in Angola. Portugal 's administration has not prevented 
the presence of its partners, a presenco which has been there 
for centuries. For example, Great Britain, the country with the 
largest volUIIIC of capital investments in Angola, and the United 
States of nmorica, with growing economic interests and longing 
to control our country's strategic position, as well as other 
cowltries of ~rope, hmcri ca and haia, are compet i ng f or tho 
domination of our people and the exploitation of tho wealth that 
belongs to us. 

Small and backward Portuga l i s not the chief factor of 
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colonization. Without the capital of other countries, without 
growing lnve!ltments and tociU\ical cooperation, without complicity 
at various levels, radical transformations would already have 
taken place many years ago. 

Therefore, if we can say t hat Portugal is the manager of 
a series of politico-economic deals, we will see that it is not 
our principal enemy but merely our direct enemy. At the same 
time, it is the weakest link in the whole chain established for 
the domination of the peoples. If we look at Portugal itself, 
at the internal picture it presents, we see a society which is 
still striving to transcend an obsolete form of oligarchic govern
ment, i ncapable of abandoning the usc of violence against its 
people for the benefit of just a few families, with a peasant 
class struggling in the most dire poverty in Europe, and where 
every citizen feels himself a prisoner in his own country . The 
Portugucoo thcm!lclvos arc right when they say that their country 
is today one of the greatest disgraces of Europe and tl1e world. 

n1e enemy of Africa is often confused with the white man. 
Skin color is still a factor used by many to determine the enemy. 
n1cre arc h i storical and social reasons and lived facts which 
consolidate this i dea on our continent. It is absolutely under
standable that a worker in the South African mines who is segre
gated and coerced, and whose last drop of sweat is wrung from 
him should feel that the white man he sees before him , for whom 
he produces wealth, is tho pri ncipal enemy. It is for him that 
he builds cities and well-paved roads and maintains hygienic 
and sal ubrious conditions which he himself does not have. Con
sciousness, as I have said, is formed chiefly from one's experi
ence of life. n1e experience of South Africa could lead to this 
immediate conclusion, which is to a certain extent logical and 
emotional l y valid. 

111.1 the more so in that the society created by the col oni
alists, to come back to the case of Angola , created various ra
cial defense mechanJ.sms which were made to serve col onialism. 
'l11c same poor, wretched and oppressed peasant who is exploited 
in his own cow1try is the object of special attention when he 
establishes himself in one of "its" colonies. lie is not only 
imbued with a lot of jingoism, but he also starts to enjoy eco
nanic and socia l privileges which he could never have before. 
n1us he becomes a part of tho system. lie starts to get a taste 
for coloniali!lm and becomes a watchdog of the interests of the 
fascist oligarchy. 

llowever, deep in their hearts both t he watchdog and the 
exploiter nonetheless feel themselves slaves of the system as 
a whole. We can therefore say today that the phenomenon of 
colonial or neocolonial oppression in our continent cannot be 
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seen in te~s of the color of indivi~uala. 

The same system ehat oppr~sses ~nd exploits the peasant in 
Portugal also oppresses and exploits tho Angolan citizen, using 
different motivation, different techniques, but always with the 
same goal! to exploit. lind the establishment of just relations 
is impossible between Poreuguese people and Angolan, Mozambican 
and Guinean people, that is, the establishment of relations which 
prevent the exploitation of one people by another. The racia l 
factor will play only a secondary role and for a little time 
1110re , once relations between master and slave are en~ed. 

lin ideological understanding of this proble~ also ~akes lt 
easier to solve it once tho objectives of the liberation strug
gle are defined. In special conditions there are already cases 
where tho racial probl em la overcome. This is what happens in 
the war. There are conscious Portuguese who desert to join the 
nationalist ranks in one way or another. Our experience of clan
destine struggle showed that there can be such racial cooperation 
in the struggle against the systCJil. · 

In terms of what we basi cally want, I do not think that 
the national liberation struggle is directed towards inverting 
systems of oppression in such a way that the master of today 
will be the slave of tomorrow. To think in this way is to go 
against the currant of history. Attitudes of social revenge 
can never be what we want, which is the freedom of humanity • 

.lind I should like again to emphasize that the liberation 
struggles are not aimed solely at violently correcting the re
lations between peoples and especially the production relations 
within the country--they are an important factor for the posi
tive transformation of our entire continent and the whole world. 
The national liberation struggle is also a means of overthrowing 
a whole unjust system of oppression existing in the world. Let 
us look at the question pragmatical ly. We do not find a single 
country in 1\frica which does not maintain preferential relations 
with its former metropole, even through the absorption of the 
inevitable cultural values of a regime of a colonial type. ~1at 

is more, the forms of exploitation do not end and neither, con
sequently, do the forms of racial discriminat.l.on, accentuated 
to a greater or lesser degree. In such cases, liberation i s not 
yet complete. 

Under independence in which there is not merely apparent 
political independence, but also economic and cultural indepen
dence, where respect for true national values exists, so as to 
make it possible to abolish exploitation, I believe that the 
hwnan society would find true freedom. 1 
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To answer our question, we would say that the enemy is 
colonialism, the colonial system, and also imperialism, which 
sustains the former, to the point of being the principal enemy. 
111esc encmieos use on their own behalf all the contradictions 
they can find in the dominated society, racial, tribal, class 
and other factors. Q\ them they build their foundation for ex
ploitation a.nd maintain it, changing its appearance when it can 
no longer be maintained. 

'lhus, in llfrica formal political domination can no longer 
prevail, but no one is yet free from economic domination. It 
is pres ent there, and it is for this very rcaoon that I am very 
pleased hy the formula adopted by some political parties in power 
in J\frica when they say that they too are national liberation 
moveme nts. 111is expresses the full significance of the pheno
menon of liberation. 1111s broader concept of national liberation 
hns vitally important conseq\lonccs as regards the necessary co
operation between the oppressed of the world. I shall therefore 
go on to say that national liberation must be a stage for the 
achievement of a vaster form of liberation, which is the liber
ation of humanity. If one loses sight of this idea, dynamism 
disappears and the essential contradictions in a country remain. 

,,,c llnqolan experience has already shown that pure anti
racism cannot permit the full development of the liberation 
struggle. For centuries our society has had within it white 
people who came as occupiers, as conquerors, but who had time 
to establish roots, to multiply and to live for generations and 
generations on our terri tory. "111io white population dominates 
the urban centers, giving rise to tho fact of people who arc 
racially rn1xed, making our society interlinked in its racial 
cuonpo nnnlo. If tho liberation otrugglo overlooks tho realities 
of the country, and if formulations are taken up which are 
pleas lnq to nationalists who are sincere but not overconcerned 
nhout the a s pect of the people's sociohistorical development, 
it weakens itself and cannot attain its political and human 
objectives. Everyone in a country who wants to participate in 
whatever way in the liberation struggle should be able to do so. 

111e preoccupation in llfrica of making the liberation strug
gle a racial struggle of blacks against whites is not only super
ficial, but we can say that it is reactionary and that this view 
has no future at the very time when we see more contact between 
blacks and whites on the continent than in the era of colonialism. 
'l1>e expanded relations with socialist countries and with coun
tries which arc against colonialism (in its old form), and the 
so-called relations of cooperation with the former metropoles 
have brought to J\frica a noteworthy number of Europeans, 1\merl
cans and 1\.sians, more than there have ever been in any era of 
1\frica's history. 111erefore, to pose the problem as one of black 
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against white is to falsify the question and deflect us from 
our objective. 

~lat we wnnt is an independent life as a nation, a life 
in which economic relations are just both between countries and 
within the country, a revival of cultural values which arc still 
valid for our era. 

The literary concept of negritude, born of philosophlco
literary trends which have had their dny, like existentialism 
and surrealism, posed with discernment the problem of a rousing 
tho cultural consciousness of the black man in the worl<l, irre
spective of tho gooqraphlcal area to which he had been dispersed. 
Like the idoa of Pan-Afrlcanlsm, the concept of negritude started 
at a certain point to falsify the black problem. It ia and was 
correct to heighten the essence of cultural values which black 
people took to all tho continents, and predominantly to the 
nmerican continent. OUr culture must be defended and developed, 
which does not mean that it must remain stagnant. Basically, 
and as various thinkers have asserted, the national liberation 
struggle is a struggle for culture. But I do not believe that 
cultural links in any way prevent political compartmentalizati on. 
'11lis has been an equivocal point in many alleged demonstrations 
of national liberation. 

I cannot fail to express my full political i dentification 
with the struggle of the black peoples of Jlmerica where they 
are, and to admire the vitality of lleocendents of /\(cleans who 
today arc still oppressed and segregated in Jlmerican society, 
especially in tho United States. I say "especially" in the 
United States, becnuse I do not very much bolievo in the Cull 
freedom of blacks or tho national equality in Ura7.ll of which 
they talk so much and are trying to convince us. 'l1lP. oocial ad
vancement of the black Jlmerican has been noteworthy, to the 
extent that today the black Jlmerican distinguishes himself in 
1\frica not only by his comportment but also by his intellectual 
and teclmical level. 

cnly rarely do the physlcal characteristics of black 
Jlmericans allow any doubt as to their country of origin. Thus, 
tho phenomenon of miscegenation has produced a new kind of per
son. '111e type that the ordinary . pc rson in 1\ngola calls a white 
person or a mulatto is a black person in the United States. 
'l1lere is therefore no physical identity and there are stronq 
cultural differences, as there could not fall to be. 'l1lercfore, 
without confusing origins with political compartments, Jlmcrica 
is 1\merica and 1\frica is Africa. 

Today we are all linked in so lidarity in a liberation 
struggle against oppressors who have the same color, but tomorrow 
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there will certainly be different social personalities to be 
preserved. 1\nd the evolutionary process of mankind through 
which differences are obliterated cannot but bring about an 
even greater mingling of the now antagonistic ethnic groups 
in the United States. America has its own life, just as Angola 
and Mozambique have their own lifo. Although we have to iden
tify with each other as black men in defending our values, I 
cannot conceal my sometimes ill-founded concern at the way some 
of our b r others from the other side of the Atlantic have a 
messianic desire to find a Hoses for a return to 1\frica. For 
many, this theory is certainly out of date. 

But I should like t'o return to the question of knowing 
who is our enemy . l\s stated previously, according to my under
standing the first reactions against a system of oppression 
utcm from the way one lives, from the way one feels this op
pression. I cited the case of South 1\frica. 

I do not wish to ignore at thi s moment the pressure that 
is exerted on the liberation movements to maintain so-called 
"black purity. " 11•e case of 1\mer lea, where the racial struggle 
is the most apparent to the blacks, is often cited. What I am 
saying should not be taken as criticism of our brave black 
American brothers, who know better than anyone how to orient 
their struggle, how to · envisage the transformation of 1\merican 
society so that man will be free there. But all ow me also to 
reject any idea on the transformation of the national liberation 
struggle in Nlgola into a racial struggle. 

I would say that in 1\ngola the struggle also assumes a 
racial aspect since discriminati on is a fact. 1he black man 
is exploited there. Dut it is fundamentally a struggle against 
the colonial system and its chief ally, imperialism. I also 
reject the idea of black liberation, since the unity of 1\frica 
is one of the principles w1iversally accepted by the OAU, and 
knowing that in 1\frica there are Arab peoples, that there are 
nome areas which are not black. 1.11e problem cannot be purely 
racial. So long as there is imperial ism, it will be possible 
to continue colonialism. 1\nd as I have said, for us they are 
the enemies. 

~1at we want i s to estaplish a new society where black 
ru•d white can live together. Naturally, and so as not to be 
misinterpreted, I must add that the democratic process must be 
exercised in such a way that tho most exploited nl(lsscs (who 
arc black) have control of politica l power, since they can go 
Curthest in establishing proper rights for a ll. A people's 
struggle for political power, for economic independence, for 
the rentoration of cultural life, to end alienation, for rela
tions with all peopl es on a basis of equality and f~aternity--
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these are the objectives of our struggle. 

'11lese objectives are set by defining who is the enemy, 
by defining who are the people and what is the character of our 
struggle, which is a revolutionary struggle affecting not only 
the foundations of the colonial system but also the foundations 
of our own society, as a nation and as a people. But can such 
liberation take place at this stage? 

We are in a period in which the imperialist forces are 
deploying themselves on the 1\.frican scene with dynamism and 
tenacity. Together with the Portuguese colonialists, with the 
racist regLmcs in Southern Africa, imperialism is present on 
our continent. Its influence can be Celt. Its activity is 
causing alarm in the life of Africa. Neocolonialism is a fact. 
Everywhere in 1\.frica there is still the need to struggle Cor 
independence, whether political in some areas, economic in 
others, or cultural almost everywhere. Imperialis~ is doing 
everything it can to maintain sources of raw materials and 
cheap labor. 11\ls is a phenomenon which is being debated not 
only in 1\.fricll but in the whole of the so-callecl '11lird World. 

In a world divided into blocs, among which it was custom
ary to distinguish between the socialist bloc and the capitalist 
bloc, nonalignment has arisen to try to seck a balance and to 
defend the less developed. And within this division, it is 
the socialists who hold high the banner of internationalism 
and in fact give the most support to the liberation movements. 
Out today the socialist camp is divided, weakened by irreconci
lable ideological concepts, and the relations o( solidarity 
which made theso countries an impenetrable iron fortreso have 
broken down and are taking a long time to be restored. ~~e 

relations of solidarity have changed and conflicts of greater 
or lesser importance have marred tho avowed ideal of socialism. 

'11lus, in the same way as a number of African countries have 
on their markets products from countries dorninated by the enemy, 
from South Africa, Portugal and l11odesia, we see with great con
cern the increase by some socialist countries of commercial and 
cultural relations with especially Portugal. So, let us be re
alistic, the national liberation struggle i n Africa docs not 
have very sound bases in the international arena, and it is 
not political or ideological affinities that cowlt, nor even 
tho objectives themselves, for in most easel! other interests 
dominate relationo between the liberation force!! nne\ the worlrl. 
We are in another era. '11le world is changing and we have to 
take note of this fact. 

'11lus, there are many cracks through which the enemy can 
penetrate. However, an essential factor we must recognize is 
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that the national liberation struggle is today a cause which few 
people fail to support, with greater or lesser sincerity. Poll
tical independence for the l\frican -jority is an attainment of 
our time. And since various political currents and ideological 
trend!! are involved, with sometimes antagonistic interests, the 
liberation movements find themselves at grips with the prolllem 
of their political and ideological independence, the problem of 
preserving their personality, which must reflect the sooial image 
of the country. 

To preserve independence is not easy, and sometimes the 
struggle is affect,ed by our own contradictions. lind contra
dictions can stem from different concepts from which our defini
tion oC who is the enemy and of our objectives derives. Some 
would like to see the liberation movement take the direction of 
a class struggle, as in Europe. Q:hers would like to see it tri
bali~ed, federali~ed, according to their idea of a country which 
they do not know. Others, idealists, would like to see us heading 
a l ong the path to political compromise with the enemy. 

1"hcse efforts to transform the liberation movements into 
satellites of partles in power, sullject to unacceptable pater
nall om, arc caused by the fact that most of the liberation move
ments conducting an armed struggle have to do so from outside 
their countries . 

Exile has its effectss "The worst thing the Portuguese 
did to us," said one of my most intelligent friends, "was to 
oblige us to wage a liberation struggle from abroad." I agree. 

'll1e Organization of l\frican Unity, which has done something, 
especially politically, to promote the national liberation move
ments, will still have to help them enough for them to be inde
pendent, respecting the conventi ons and the programmatic involve
ment of different organizations, in accordance with the realities 
of the cow1try. 'll1e dialogue between independent 1\fr l ea and de
pendent Africa is still not sati sfactory, and for this very rea
son the political battles are not taking place with the required 
force. 

We cannot digress on the various nuances of political 
actlon to demonstrate our shortcomings, but I do not want at 
thi!l time to give the idea of having had any critica l intention 
in my appraisal of the period we are going through in this phase 
of liberation. I will merely say that we could, for example, 
cooperate on economic matters so as to wage the battle in this 
field too. With regard to rortugal, its plunder of our resources 
like oi l , cof fee, diamonds, iron, etc., products which a ro mar
keted by international bodies in which 1\fricans participate, 
could be prevented or at least decreased. 
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hnd what ha~ would there be in involvln9· the llberatlon move
ments in discussions on the crucial problems of our times which 
will certainly affect the development of our continent, like, 
for example, the broader association of Africa with the Common 
Market, or problems of European security? hnd the problem of 
Southern Africa? Will we bo permitted to discuss it exhaustively 
one day? Finally, we could go on much longer reflecting on our 
lived experience in this national liberation struggle. 

I shall end here, thanking you, 
ladles and gentlemen and commrades for 
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